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This beautifully illustrated book will introduce you to a host of cocktails from the 

classic to the cutting edge, and showcase the versatile potential of gin.

In Gin Made Me Do It, gin aficionado and cocktail maven Jassy Davis explains 

everything you need to know: how to choose the perfect blend, mix the ultimate 

martini, and deliver delicious cocktails for every occasion.

From the perfect G&T and updates on classics like the Aviator and the Vesper, to a 

wide range of herbaceous cocktails, the recipes in this book are fresh, flavourful, 

and fun. 60 delicious recipes are illustrated with bright and beautiful original artwork 

in a book that makes a lovely gift for your friends—or yourself!

GIN MADE ME DO IT

February 22, 2018

Hardback

HarperNonFiction

Food and drink

£9.999780008280307

Jassy Davis



Do you need a little more rainbow in your life? What about sparkle? Look no 

further. Unicornucopia is here!

Packed full of over 200 enchanting pages of legends, spells, facts, crafts, and unicorn food 

recipes, Unicornucopia: The Little Book of Unicorns is the ultimate compendium of all things 

unicorn.

DID YOU KNOW?

The existence of unicorns wasn’t disproved until as late as 1825

A recipe for how best to cook unicorn was discovered in a medieval cookbook

Throughout history, unicorns have been described as everything from mice with horns to 

magical rhinoceros

Full of gorgeous full-colour illustrations and plenty of joyful whimsy throughout, Unicornucopia

includes everything you could ever want to know about these magical creatures, all in a 

gorgeous, covetable, rainbow-edged package. It’s the perfect gift for every unicorn lover in 

your life!

UNICORNUCOPIA

March 22, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollins

Gift books

£9.999780008292591

Caitlin Doyle, Illustrated by Laura Korzon



As the President of the United States, Donald Trump continually voices admiration for brutal 

strongmen such as Russia’s Vladimir Putin, the Philippines’ Roderigo Duterte, Turkey’s Recep

Tayyip Erdogan, and Egypt’s Abedel Fattah el-Sisi. He has threatened the American mainstream 

media, obsessed over leaks, and worked mostly through executive orders. Some Americans still 

believe this is part of a carefully crafted plan to bring authoritarianism to our country. As Frum 

reveals, carefully crafted or not, this is where Trump is taking us. In this thoughtful and 

hardhitting book, he issues a warning for democracy and America’s future: all over the world 

countries are being destroyed by similar populist bumblers, making impulsive decisions and 

ignoring traditions.

Quietly, steadily, he and his administration are damaging the tenets and accepted practices of 

American democracy, perhaps irrevocably. As Trump and his family enrich themselves, the 

presidency itself falls into the hands of the generals and financiers who surround him.

During his own White House tenure, Frum witnessed the ways the presidency is limited not by 

law, but by tradition, propriety, and public outcry, all now weakened. Whether the Trump 

presidency lasts 2, 4, or 8 more years, he has changed the nature of the office for the worse, 

and likely for decades.

In this powerful and eye-opening book, Frum makes clear that the hard work of recovery starts at 

home. Trumpocracy outlines how Trump could push America towards illiberalism, what the 

consequences could be for our nation and our everyday lives, and what we can do to prevent it.

TRUMPOCRACY

February 08, 2018

Hardback

Harper

Politics

£20.009780062796738

David Frum



A cross between Shattered and Working Girl and in the spirit of Julie & Julia, New York Times 

reporter Amy Chozick’s Chasing Hillary is a news-breaking, deeply textured, wonderfully 

hilarious and shockingly honest look at Clinton’s failed campaigns – and what it was like covering 

the First Woman President who wasn’t.

Amy Chozick spent the formative years of her adult life on the Hillary beat – first for the Wall 

Street Journal and then for the New York Times. She was on the press bus for Hillary’s two 

campaigns, crisscrossing America, watching the presidential candidate try to connect with 

‘everydays.’ 

Now, in Chasing Hillary, Chozick tells the story of Clinton’s failed campaigns as it’s never been 

seen before. Filled with marvelous characters from the smarmy team surrounding Clinton to the 

whipsmart editors in the New York Times newsroom, not to mention self-centered Bill and aloof 

Hillary, Chasing Hillary is an absolutely rollicking read. Wry, warm, and superbly written, Chasing 

Hillary is a memoir that will fascinate and delight readers in the wake of the election, but it is also 

a book that will last. Maybe you read What Happened. Amy Chozick’s book is ‘what the f*ck

happened.’

CHASING HILLARY

April 24, 2018

Hardback

William Collins

Politics

£20.009780008296711

Amy Chozick



Legendary actor Nick Nolte delivers his most revealing performance yet. This 

intimate memoir is a tale of art, passion, commitment, addiction, and the quest for 

personal enlightenment as intense and hypnotic as the man himself.

Nick’s untold story, with never-before-seen photos, offers a candid, unvarnished 

close-up look at the man, the career, the loves, and the life. In a career spanning 

five decades, actor Nick Nolte has experienced all the rites of Hollywood stardom: 

rising from obscurity to acclaim, celebrity romances, starring roles, Oscar 

nominations, being named “Sexiest Man Alive,” marriages and divorces, public 

battles with drinking and drugs, and tabloid vilification. Throughout ups and downs, 

he’s steadily made his mark playing a diverse range of characters, with his 

trademark athleticism and gravelly voice.

REBEL

February 08, 2018

Hardback

William Morrow

Memoirs

£20.009780062219572

Nick Nolte



In celebration of the one-year anniversary of Women’s March, this gorgeously 

designed full-colour book offers an unprecedented, front-row seat to one of the 

most galvanizing movements in American history, with exclusive interviews with 

Women’s March organizers, never-before-seen photographs, and essays by 

feminist activists.

TOGETHER WE RISE

March 08, 2018

Hardback

William the Fourth

Political Science

£209780062843432

Women's March Organizers



He learnt a long time ago that nothing is as intoxicating as blood. But whether it’s his of 

someone else’s doesn’t matter any more. There’s a mysterious pain in every muscle of his 

body – and it’s got so bad that he’ll do anything to escape it.

Up to now, it’s been his secret. But it’s hard to remain invisible when you leave a trail of 

destruction everywhere you do go. So, when he comes to the attention of one of London’s 

most infamous criminals, Leander decides to put his appetite for violence to the ultimate 

test.

Let the villain win.

CARNIVORE

April 05, 2018

Paperback

HQ

Fiction

£8.999780008232610

Jonathan Lyon



In the field of personal development, the cat has become a model for positive thinking and a Zen 

attitude, their purrs the feline equivalent to saying ‘om.’ With their let-it-go attitude when facing 

difficult times, de-stressing capabilities, and positive attitude in all circumstances, cats are 

models of peace. Purrhaps one of the most comforting books ever published, PURR’s cover 

features the sounds of 5 different purrs, each a minute long. The book includes The 10 purrs of 

happiness and success, cat-therapy workshops (concentration exercises, observation, de-

stress), a small daily guide to wake up the cat inside you, a quiz to discover the cat in you, and 

more. A relaxing and inspiring companion, this is a unique and joyful book for every cat lover.

PURR

November 30, 2017

Hardback

Harper Design

Pets

£16.999780062687807

Gilles Diederichs



Hurrying forward, he held out a welcoming hand. “Sir Percival Rushmoor,” he said. 

“I’m invigilating.”

“I’m sorry to hear that, Sir Percival,” said Paddington. “I hope you feel better very 

soon.”

Paddington always finds himself in unusual situations so it is no surprise when he 

has a run-in with the police, appears in a TV cookery show, and gives one of his 

hard stares to a hypnotist!

For nearly sixty years, Paddington Bear has touched the hearts of adults and 

children worldwide with his earnest good intentions and humorous misadventures.

EARLY RELEASE – FEBRUARY 08, 2018

PADDINGTON’S FINEST HOUR

April 05, 2018

Paperback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Children’s Fiction

£6.999780008226206

Michael Bond



From an astronaut afraid of heights, to dynamic detectives the Owl and the 

Octopus, by way of some rusting robots, you will find within this book a short story 

inspired by every letter of the alphabet.

By turns funny, sad, mischievous and surprising, these entertaining mini-tales are 

accompanied by Jeffers’ witty and inviting illustrations.

AN ALPHABET OF STORIES

April 19, 2018

Paperback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Picture Books

£7.999780007514298

Oliver Jeffers





ELIZABETH DAY
April 05, 2018 | Paperback | £8.99

9780008221737 9780008221751 9780008221775

A stunning, delicate portrait of a family 

bookended by war, Home Fires explores the 

legacy of loss, the strictures of class and the 

long road to redemption.

An audacious, compassionate state-of-the-

nation novel about four strangers whose lives 

collide with far-reaching consequences.

A frank and beautiful story of damage, 

survival and restoration from an exhilarating 

literary voice.



The war has begun…

For time out of mind, bloodthirsty demons have stalked the night, culling the human race to 

scattered remnants dependent on half-forgotten magics to protect them.

Two heroes arose—men as close as brothers, yet divided by bitter betrayal. Arlen Bales became 

known as the Painted Man, tattooed head-to-toe with powerful magic symbols that enable him to 

fight demons in hand-to-hand combat—and emerge victorious. Ahmann Jardir, armed with 

magically warded weapons, called himself the Deliverer, a figure prophesied to unite humanity 

and lead them to triumph in Sharak Ka—the final war against demonkind.

But in their efforts to bring the war to the demons, Arlen and Jardir have set something in motion 

that may prove the end of everything they hold dear—a Swarm. Now the war is at hand, and 

humanity cannot hope to win it unless Arlen and Jardir, with the help of Arlen’s wife, Renna, can 

bend a captured demon prince to their will and force the devious creature to lead them to the 

Core, where the Mother of Demons breeds an inexhaustible army.

THE DEMON CYCLE (5) –

THE CORE

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

HarperVoyager

Fantasy

£9.999780007425730

Peter V. Brett



The Malabar coast is full of dangers: greedy tradesmen, fearless pirates, and men full of 

vengeance. But for a Courtney, the greatest danger might just be his own family…

Francis Courtney flees the comfort of his Devonshire estate when his stepfather’s gambling 

debts leave him penniless and at risk. He sails to South Africa with revenge and fortune on his 

mind: his uncle Tom Courtney killed his father, and Francis intends to avenge his death and 

make his fortune in the process. However, upon his arrival in Cape Town, he uncovers a truth 

that leaves him overwhelmed and disoriented.

Christopher Courtney sets out to make his own way in the world, giving up his privileged position 

as the son of the Governor of Bombay. The perils and betrayals (deleted) on his journey carve a 

fierce warrior out of him, but they also harden his soul and lead him to greater violence and 

treachery. As the lives of these two Courtney men intertwine, the sins of the fathers will forever 

alter the lives of a younger generation.

The Tiger’s Prey takes readers on an epic journey from the southernmost point of Africa, through 

the perilous waters of the Arabian Sea, to the lush Indian coastline. It is an incredible and 

breathless tale of intrigue and family betrayal from one of the world’s greatest storytellers.

THE TIGER’S PREY

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

HarperCollins

Historical Adventure

£8.999780007535941

Wilbur Smith, Tom Harper



A divinely funny novel about the challenges of a good marriage, the delight and heartache of 

raising children, and the irresistible temptation to wonder about the path not taken.

Graham Cavanaugh’s second wife, Audra, is everything his first wife was not. She considers 

herself privileged to live in the age of the hair towel, talks non-stop through her epidural, labour

and delivery, invites the doorman to move in and the eccentric members of their son’s Origami 

Club to Thanksgiving. She is charming and spontaneous and fun but life with her can be 

exhausting.

In the midst of the day-to-day difficulties and delights of marriage and raising a child with 

Asperger’s, his first wife, Elspeth, reenters Graham’s life. Former spouses are hard to categorize 

– are they friends, enemies, old flames, or just people who know you really, really well? Graham 

starts to wonder: How can anyone love two such different women? Did he make the right 

choice? Is there a right choice?

STANDARD DEVIATION

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

Fourth Estate

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.999780008105532

Katherine Heiny



The explosive follow-up from Sarah Pinborough, author of the NUMBER ONE Sunday Times 

bestseller Behind Her Eyes.

‘Original and compelling, the very definition of a page-turner’ Sun

‘This year’s biggest new thriller’ Metro

‘Cross my heart and hope to die…’

Promises only last if you trust each other, but what if one of you is hiding something?

A secret no one could ever guess.

Someone is living a lie.

Is it Lisa?

Maybe it’s her daughter, Ava.

Or could it be her best friend, Marilyn?

Cross Her Heart publishes Spring 2018. You’ll just have to wait to find out…

CROSS HER HEART

May 17, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollins

Thriller / Suspense

£12.999780008132019

Sarah Pinborough



The stunning new standalone, with a chilling edge of psychological suspense, from No.1 

bestselling author Karin Slaughter.

The Good Daughter will have you hooked from the first page to the last, and will stay with you 

long after you have finished reading!

Two girls are forced into the woods at gunpoint. One runs for her life. One is left behind…

Twenty-eight years ago, Charlotte and Samantha Quinn's happy smalltown family life was 

destroyed by a terrifying attack on their home. It left their mother dead. It left their father – a 

notorious defence attorney – devastated. And it left the family fractured beyond repair, 

consumed by secrets from that shocking night.

Twenty-eight years later, Charlie has followed in her father's footsteps to become a lawyer. But 

when violence comes to their home town again, she is plunged into a nightmare. Because the 

case triggers memories she's tried so hard to suppress, and the shocking truth about the crime 

which destroyed her family won't stay buried for ever…

THE GOOD DAUGHTER

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

HarperCollins

Thriller / Suspense

£8.999780008150792

Karin Slaughter

HB 
COVER



From celebrated fantasy author Den Patrick comes WITCHSIGN, the first novel in a fresh and 

exciting new fantasy trilogy

It has been seventy-five years since the dragons’ rule of fire and magic was ended. Out of the 

ashes, the Solmindre Empire was born.

Since then, the tyrannical Synod has worked hard to banish all manifestations of the arcane from 

existence. However, children are still born bearing the taint of the arcane, known to all as 

witchsign. Vigilants are sent out across the continent of Vinterkveld to find and capture all those 

bearing the mark.

No one knows when the Vigilants of the Synod will appear and enforce the Empire’s laws.

But today they’re coming.

And gods help those who bear the sign of the witch.

WITCHSIGN

May 22, 2018

Hardback

HarperVoyager

Fantasy

£12.999780008228132

Den Patrick



Painstakingly restored from Tolkien’s manuscripts and presented for the first time as a 

continuous and standalone story, the epic tale of Beren and Lúthien will reunite fans of The 

Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings with Elves and Men, Dwarves and Orcs and the rich 

landscape and creatures unique to Tolkien’s Middle-earth.

The tale of Beren and Lúthien was, or became, an essential element in the evolution of The 

Silmarillion, the myths and legends of the First Age of the World conceived by J.R.R. Tolkien. 

Returning from France and the battle of the Somme at the end of 1916, he wrote the tale in the 

following year.

Essential to the story, and never changed, is the fate that shadowed the love of Beren and 

Lúthien: for Beren was a mortal man, but Lúthien was an immortal Elf. Her father, a great Elvish 

lord, in deep opposition to Beren, imposed on him an impossible task that he must perform 

before he might wed Lúthien. This is the kernel of the legend; and it leads to the supremely 

heroic attempt of Beren and Lúthien together to rob the greatest of all evil beings, Melkor, called 

Morgoth, the Black Enemy, of a Silmaril.

In this book Christopher Tolkien has attempted to extract the story of Beren and Lúthien from the 

comprehensive work in which it was embedded; but that story was itself changing as it 

developed new associations within the larger history.

BEREN AND LÚTHIEN

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

HarperCollins

Fantasy

£8.999780008214227

J. R. R. Tolkien, Alan Lee, Christopher Tolkien



Whatever happens, don’t tell anyone what you did to Bee Larkham…

Jasper is not ordinary.

In fact, he would say he is extraordinary…

Synaesthesia paints the sounds of his world in a kaleidoscope of colours that no one else can 

see. But on Friday, he discovered a new colour – the colour of murder.

He’s sure something has happened to his neighbour, Bee Larkham, but no-one else seems to be 

taking it as seriously as they should be. The knife and the screams are all mixed up in his head 

and he’s scared that he can’t quite remember anything clearly.

But where is Bee? Why hasn’t she come home yet? Jasper must uncover the truth about that 

night – including his own role in what happened…

THE COLOUR OF BEE 

LARKHAM’S MURDER

May 03, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollins

Modern & Contemporary Fiction (post C 1945)

£12.999780008256371

Sarah J. Harris



The Rogues’ Syndicate

Frank Froest

9780008137717

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Crime & Mystery

£9.99

Lost in a London fog, young Jimmie Hallett is accosted by a frightened woman who hands him a 

package and flees. Within hours, he is being questioned about the murder of the girl’s father and a 

dangerous international conspiracy. Can genial detective Weir Menzies, even with all the resources of 

Scotland Yard behind him, succeed in outwitting a faceless gang of organised thieves and killers?

Frank Froëst, the highly decorated Superintendent of Scotland Yard’s C.I.D., began his retirement from 

the Metropolitan Police by writing The Grell Mystery, acclaimed as the first crime novel to incorporate 

authentic police procedures. With George Dilnot, co-author of the story collection The Crime Club, 

Froëst wrote one more novel, the ambitious and thrilling The Rogues’ Syndicate, published in 1916 and 

also released as a silent movie, Millionaire Hallet’s Adventure. The book was republished in April 1930 

by the Detective Story Club, but was inadvertently sourced from an abridged, Americanised version 

called The Maelstrom.

The Tudor Crown

Joanna Hickson

9780008139735

May 31, 2018

B-format paperback

Historical Fiction

£7.99

The thrilling story of the first Tudor king, Henry VII and his fight for England’s crown.

Henry Tudor’s rise to the throne of England is one of the most eventful and thrilling episodes from 

England’s royal history. Joanna Hickson weaves a compelling tale of Henry’s gruelling bid for kingship; 

encompassing exile, betrayal and intrigue, Henry faced obstacles at every turn. With her superb 

storytelling abilities, the author gets at the man behind the crown and delivers a dramatic and 

fascinating historical narrative.

NOT 
FINAL



Grey Sister

Mark Lawrence

9780008152345

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Fantasy

£16.99

In Mystic Class Nona Grey begins to learn the secrets of the universe. But so often even the deepest 

truths just make our choices harder. Before she leaves the Convent of Sweet Mercy Nona must choose 

her path and take the red of a Martial Sister, the grey of a Sister of Discretion, the blue of a Mystic 

Sister or the simple black of a Bride of the Ancestor and a life of prayer and service.

All that stands between her and these choices are the pride of a thwarted assassin, the ambition of a 

would-be empress wielding the Inquisition like a blade, and the vengeance of the empire’s richest lord.

As the world narrows around her, and her enemies attack her through the system she has sworn to, 

Nona must find her own path despite the competing pull of friendship, revenge, ambition, and loyalty.

And in all this only one thing is certain. There will be blood.

Red Sister

Mark Lawrence

9780008152321

April 05, 2018

Paperback

Fantasy

£8.99

At the Convent of Sweet Mercy young girls are raised to be killers. In a few the old bloods show, 

gifting talents rarely seen since the tribes beached their ships on Abeth. Sweet Mercy hones its 

novices’ skills to deadly effect: it takes ten years to educate a Red Sister in the ways of blade and 

fist.

But even the mistresses of sword and shadow don’t truly understand what they have purchased 

when Nona Grey is brought to their halls as a bloodstained child of eight, falsely accused of 

murder: guilty of worse.



The Baztan Trilogy (3) 

– Offering to the Storm

Dolores Redondo

9780008165536

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

Crime & Mystery

£8.99

The final book in Dolores Redondo’s atmospheric Baztan trilogy, featuring Inspector Amaia Salazar. 

With masterful storytelling and a detective to rival Sarah Lund, this Spanish bestselling series has taken 

Europe by storm.

When Detective Inspector Amaia Salazar is called in to investigate the death of a baby girl, she finds a 

suspicious mark across the child’s face – an ominous sign that points to murder.

The baby’s father was caught trying to run away with the body, whether from guilt or grief nobody can 

be sure. And when the girl’s grandmother tells the police that the ‘Inguma’ was responsible – an evil 

demon of Basque mythology that kills people in their sleep – Amaia is forced to return to the Baztán 

valley for answers.

Back where it all began, in the depths of a blizzard, she comes face to face with a ghost from her past. 

And finally uncovers a devastating truth that has ravaged the valley for years.

Mrs Whistler

Matthew Plampin

9780008163624

May 03, 2018

Hardback

Historical Fiction

£14.99

Chelsea 1876: Jimmy Whistler stands on the cusp of fame, ready to astound the London art world with 

his radical paintings. At his side is Maud Franklin, his muse, lover and occasional pupil, sharing his 

house, his dazzling social life and his grand hopes for the future.

But Jimmy’s rebelliousness comes at a heavy price for them both as he battles a furious patron, 

challenges an influential and viciously hostile critic and struggles with a dire lack of cash. Before long a 

fight for survival is being waged through the galleries, the drawing rooms and even the courts – and 

Maud, Jimmy’s Madame and closest ally, is expected to do her part.

The Madame has problems of her own, however. Maud has fallen pregnant, and must now face the 

reality of what life with Jimmy entails. As the situation starts to unravel, as loyalties are sorely tested 

and bankruptcy looms, she has to decide what she wants. Who she is. What she is prepared to endure.

Stunning and suspenseful, this a story of one woman’s progress through a world of beauty and 

sacrifice, art and ambition; a story which asks what we will withstand for love, and what it means to 

reach for greatness.



The Night Brother

Rosie Garland

9780008166137

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

Historical Fiction

£8.99

From the author of The Palace of Curiosities and Vixen comes a dazzling and provocative novel of 

adventure and belonging.

Rich are the delights of late nineteenth-century Manchester for young siblings Edie and Gnome. They 

bicker, banter, shout and scream their way through the city’s streets, embracing its charms and 

dangers. But as the pair grow up, it is Gnome who revels in the night-time, while Edie wakes exhausted 

each morning, unable to quell a sickening sense of unease, with only a dim memory of the dark hours.

Confused and frustrated at living a half-life, she decides to take control, distancing herself from Gnome 

once and for all. But can she ever be free from someone who knows her better than she knows herself?

Perfect for fans of Angela Carter, Sarah Waters and Erin Morgenstern and with echoes of Orlando and 

Jekyll & Hyde, this is a story about the vital importance of being honest with yourself. Every part of 

yourself. After all, no-one likes to be kept in the dark…

Dragon Teeth

Michael Crichton

9780008173098

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

Historical Adventure

£8.99

If you thought Jurassic Park was an adventure, you should try the Wild West!

1876. In the lawless territories of the Wild West, two teams of explorers are pitted against one another. 

Their quarry? Dinosaur bones. But in a land filled with hostile Indian tribes and towns where pistol fights 

are a daily occurrence, every exploit puts their lives in danger…

William Johnson, a student with more privilege than sense, finds himself plunged into this deadly 

environment after making a brash wager. Alongside Edwin Drinker Cope, the famed adventurer, he 

stumbles upon a momentous discovery – dragon teeth of a fantastic size!

But to keep this extraordinary treasure safe, William must first confront some of the West’s most 

dangerous and notorious characters…



The Lies We Told

Camilla Way

9780008159092

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

Thriller / Suspense

£7.99

A daughter

Beth has always known there was something strange about her daughter, Hannah. The lack of 

emotion, the disturbing behaviour, the apparent delight in hurting others… sometimes Beth is scared of 

her, and what she could be capable of.

A son

Luke comes from the perfect family, with the perfect parents. But one day, he disappears without trace, 

and his girlfriend Clara is left desperate to discover what has happened to him.

A life built on lies

As Clara digs into the past, she realizes that no family is truly perfect, and uncovers a link between 

Luke’s long-lost sister and a strange girl named Hannah. Now Luke’s life is in danger because of the 

lies once told and the secrets once kept. Can she find him before it’s too late?

Say My Name

Allegra Huston

9780008203269

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Fiction

£7.99

‘This is the time to run away, she thinks, to call it a mistake, to race back to home and safety. If I don’t 

go home I will never feel safe again.’

On meeting Micajah Burnett, the son of an old school friend, Eve Armanton is faced with a choice. 

Years of a miserable marriage means she’s as broken as the beautiful antique violin she’s just found, 

and Micajah offers a spark of life, an opportunity to reawaken her sense.

If Eve takes a leap into this new world, she’ll be leaving behind her old self for good. Her happiness 

depends on forging a new life, but at the end of her journey who will Eve have become?



Joona Linna (6) – The 

Rabbit Hunter

Lars Kepler

9780008205904

May 03, 2018

Hardback

Thriller / Suspense

£14.99

There’s a face at the window.

A stranger wearing a mask stands in the shadow of a garden. He’s watching his first victim through the 

window. He will kill him slowly, make it last – play him a nursery rhyme – make him pay.

A killer in your house.

There’s only one person the police can turn to – ex-Detective Joona Linna – but he’s serving time in a 

high-security prison. So they offer him a chance to secure his freedom: help superintendent Saga 

Bauer track down the vicious killer known as The Rabbit Hunter, before he strikes again.

Only one man can stop him.

Soon another three victims have been murdered and Stockholm is in the grip of terror. Joona Linna

must catch a disturbed predator, whose trail of destruction leads back to one horrific night of violence –

with consequences more terrifying than anyone could have imagined…

The Wish

Alex Brown

9780008206697

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

Adult & Contemporary 

Romance

£7.99

Sam Morgan knows he messed up with his wife Chrissie and daughter Holly – he wasn’t there when 

they needed him most, but now he’ll do anything to put his family back together again. Until then, he's 

living in the picture-postcard village of Tindledale helping to renovate the Blackwood Farm Estate for its 

elusive new owner.

Jude Darling is coming home for good this time. She's taking over the antique shop in Tindledale, the 

place where she grew up and she's going to make sure she's there for her friend, Chrissie, and 

Goddaughter, Holly. They certainly need her right now.

As for Holly, there's only one thing she wants and it's not the sort of thing you can buy in a shop. She 

might be thirteen years old, but Holly still believes in wishes, and perhaps if she wishes hard enough, 

this one might come true…



Coldmaker

Daniel A. Cohen

9780008207182

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

Fantasy

£8.99

Eight hundred years ago, the Jadans angered the Crier. In punishment, the Crier took their Cold away, 

condemning them to a life of enslavement in a world bathed in heat.

Or so the tale goes.

During the day, as the Sun blazes over his head, Micah leads the life of any Jadan slave, running 

errands through the city of Paphos at the mercy of the petty Nobles and ruthless taskmasters.

But after the evening bells have tolled and all other Jadans sleep, Micah escapes into the night in 

search of scraps and broken objects, which once back inside his barracks he tinkers into treasures.

However, when a mysterious masked Jadan publicly threatens Noble authority, a wave of rebellion 

ripples through the city. With Paphos plunged into turmoil, Micah’s secret is at risk of being exposed. 

And another, which has been waiting hundreds of years to be found, is also on the verge of discovery…

The secret of Cold.

A Secret Worth Killing 

For

Simon Berthon

9780008214401

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

Political / Legal Thriller

£7.99

Somebody knows where the bodies are buried…

Newly-appointed Minister of State Anne-Marie Gallagher appears to have an unblemished record. Only 

she knows the truth. In the early 1990s, she was embroiled in the IRA’s violent past, and integral to a 

mission which went disastrously wrong.

So far, skeletons have remained in their closets. But, unknown to Anne-Marie, DCI Jon Carne has just 

received an anonymous tip-off. The co-ordinates lead Carne to a body – badly decomposed after 

twenty-five years underground.

When news of the discovery reaches Westminster, Anne-Marie knows that she is at risk of being 

exposed. And with Carne closing in, there’s not much time for the new minister to decide how far she’ll 

go to keep her past where it belongs…

NOT 
FINAL



White Bodies

Jane Robins

9780008217556

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

Thriller / Suspense

£7.99

Callie loves Tilda. She’s her sister, after all. And she’s beautiful and successful.

Tilda loves Felix. He’s her husband. Successful and charismatic, he is also controlling, suspicious and, 

possibly, dangerous. Still, Tilda loves Felix.

And Callie loves Tilda. Very, very much.

So she’s determined to save her. But the cost could destroy them all…

Sometimes we love too much.

Queen of the North

Anne O’Brien

9780008225414

May 31, 2018

Hardback

Historical Fiction

£12.99

When King Henry IV ousts Richard II from the throne, it threatens the Mortimer family’s rule in the 

North of England. Determined to retain power, they plot to overthrow the new King of England and 

Elizabeth Mortimer is drawn into a dangerous political game.



The Talon Saga (5) –

Inferno

Julie Kagawa

9781848456860

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

Fantasy Romance (Teenage)

£7.99

What if dragons walked among us in human form? Enter a modern fantasy of heroes, sacrifice, 

forbidden love and enemies turned allies who have no choice but to fight side by side. From the New 

York Times, and international bestselling author of The Iron Fey and the Blood of Eden series comes 

the fiery, hugely anticipated finale of The Talon Saga…

The Cult on Fog Island

Mariette Lindstein

9780008245344

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

Thriller / Suspense

£7.99

When Franz invites Sofia to visit Fog Island, the organization’s headquarters, Sofia is dazzled by the 

beautiful mansion overlooking the sea, the well-tended gardens, the peaceful atmosphere and the 

purposefulness of the people who live there. And she can’t ignore the attraction she feels for Oswald, 

and clearly he is fascinated by her also. So she decides to stay.

But when summer gives way to winter, and the dense fog from which the island derives its name sets in 

for months, it becomes clear that Franz rules the island with an iron fist. No phones or computers are 

allowed. All contact with the mainland is severed. Sofia begins to realize how very alone she is. And it 

becomes clear that no one leaves Fog Island…



The Cliff House

Amanda Jennings

9780008250362

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Thriller / Suspense

£12.99

Cornwall, summer of 1986. The Davenports, with their fast cars and glamorous clothes, living the 

dream in a breathtaking house overlooking the sea.

If only… thinks sixteen-year-old Tamsyn, her binoculars trained on the perfect family in their perfect 

home.

If only her life was as perfect as theirs.

If only Edie Davenport would be her friend.

If only she lived at The Cliff House…

Amanda Jennings weaves a haunting tale of obsession, loss and longing, set against the brooding 

North Cornish coastline, destined to stay with readers long after the final page is turned.

The Nine-Chambered 

Heart

Janice Pariat

9780008272548

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£9.99

Nine characters recall their relationship with this same woman, their stories and memories breathing life 

into her, drawing us close, but stopping short of true intimacy as her own voice remains unspoken. 

Piecing together these slivers, it becomes hard to decide which version of her is real.

Set in familiar, nameless cities, moving between East and West, The Nine-Chambered Heart is a 

delicate, poignant and exquisitely written novel. A compendium of shifting perspectives that reveals 

how it is possible to exist intimately with another – yet, perhaps, not know them at all.



Darling

Rachel Edwards

9780008281113

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£12.99

A white teenage girl clashes with her new black stepmother in this debut reading group thriller – a 

suburban tragedy for our times.

Lola doesn’t particularly want a new stepmother. Especially not one who has come out of nowhere and 

only been with her dad for three months. And – she’s not racist or anything – but since when did her 

dad fancy black women anyway?

Darling didn’t particularly want a new stepdaughter. Especially not one as spiteful and spoilt as Lola. 

She does want Lola’s dad though. And he wants her, so that’s that: Darling and Lola will just have to get 

used to each other.

Unless Lola can find a way to get rid of Darling.

Who is Rich?

Matthew Klam

9780008282516

May 03, 2018

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£16.99

Every summer, a once-sort-of famous cartoonist named Rich Fischer leaves his wife and two kids 

behind to teach a class at a week-long arts conference in a charming New England beachside town. It’s 

a place where drum circles happen on the beach at midnight, clothing optional. Rich finds himself 

worrying about his family’s nights without him, his back taxes, his stuttering career and his own very 

real desire for love and human contact. One of the attendees this year is a forty-one-year-old painting 

student named Amy O’Donnell. Amy is a mother of three, unhappily married to a brutish Wall Street 

titan who commutes to work via helicopter. Rich and Amy met at the conference a year ago, shared a 

moment of passion, then spent the winter exchanging inappropriate texts and emails and counting the 

days until they could see each other again.

Now they’re back.

Who Is Rich? is a warped and exhilarating tale of love and lust, a study in midlife alienation, erotic 

pleasure, envy, and bitterness in the new gilded age that goes far beyond humour and satire to address 

deeper questions: of family, monogamy, the intoxicating beauty of children and the challenging 

interdependence of two soulful, sensitive creatures in a confusing domestic alliance.



The Poppy War

R.F. Kuang

9780008239800

May 03, 2018

Hardback

Fantasy

£12.99

Opium runs through the heart of the Nikara Empire, a constant reminder of the war with the Federation 

of Mugen that brought it to the empire’s shores. A war that only ended thanks to three heroes – the 

Vipress, the Dragon Emperor and the Gatekeeper – known as the Trifecta. They were legendary 

figures, each bestowed with god-like powers, who united the warlords of the Empire against the 

Federation.

Decades have passed. The Trifecta is shattered; the Dragon Emperor is dead, the Gatekeeper is 

missing, and the Vipress alone sits on the throne at Sinegard. Peace reigns, yet the poppy remains.

War orphan Fang Runin grew up with it. Her adopted family smuggles it throughout the Rooster 

province, making a living on the misfortune of those addicted to its smoke. But when Rin’s parents force 

her into an arranged marriage, Rin refuses to accept her fate and fights her way to the prestigious 

military academy at Sinegard.

There she will learn of drug-fuelled shamanic powers thought to be myth, powers which might defeat 

the Federation during its third invasion. But the cost of some power is too great to pay, even if it means 

winning a war that threatens to destroy an entire nation.

The Golden Child

Wendy James

9781460754566

May 17, 2018

Paperback

Fiction

£8.99

When teenage bullying spirals out of control who is to blame?

Blogger Lizzy's life is shiny, happy, normal. Two gorgeous children, a handsome husband, destiny 

under control. For her real-life alter-ego Beth, things are unravelling. Tensions simmer with her 

husband, mother-in-law, her own mother. Her daughters, once the objects of her existence, have 

moved into teenage-hood, their lives - at school, home and online - increasingly mysterious to her.

Then a fellow student is callously bullied and the finger of blame pointed at one of Beth's girls. As an 

innocent child lies suspended between life and death, two families are forced to question everything 

they believe about their children, and the answers are terrifying.

As unsettling as it is compelling, The Golden Child asks: how well can you know anyone in the digital 

age.

NOT 
FINAL



Once a Pilgrim

James Deegan

9780008229511

May 31, 2018

Paperback

Thriller

£7.99

Tracked by a hitman out for revenge, John Carr is forced to step over the line to defend himself and his 

family. It’s a cruel and violent world – and one he thought he’d left behind.

But some wars never end.

Patriot Games meets Taken: In Once A Pilgrim, John Carr shows all the Reacher-esque hallmarks of a 

cold-blooded antihero doing what needs to be done, whatever the consequences…

Dead Girls

Graeme Cameron

9781848454750

May 31, 2018

Paperback 

Thriller

£7.99

Five missing. The hunt is on for number six. 

THE SERIAL KILLER: With five girls already missing and two dead police officers to add to the body 

count, the hunt is on. But how do you catch a man who doesn’t exist? 

THE VICTIM: Held captive for months, Erica Shaw has now vanished. In the race to find her, the police 

uncover evidence that leave them wondering, was she ever actually a victim? 

THE DETECTIVE: This isn’t DS Ali Green’s first murder case. But only recently recovered from her 

near-fatal injuries and battling some personal demons of her own, she’s out for justice. One thing’s for 

sure. 

NOT 
FINAL



The Queens of Innis 

Lear

Tessa Gratton

9780008281878

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Fantasy

£12.99

Tessa Gratton's debut epic adult fantasy, The Queens of Innis Lear, brings to life a world that hums with 

ancient magic, and characters as ruthless as the tides.

The erratic decisions of a prophecy-obsessed king have drained Innis Lear of its wild magic, leaving 

behind a trail of barren crops and despondent subjects. Enemy nations circle the once-bountiful isle, 

sensing its growing vulnerability, hungry to control the ideal port for all trade routes.

The king’s three daughters – battle-hungry Gaela, master manipulator Reagan, and restrained, 

starblessed Elia – know the realm’s only chance of resurrection is to crown a new sovereign, proving a 

strong hand can resurrect magic and defend itself. But their father will not choose an heir until the 

longest night of the year, when prophecies align and a poison ritual can be enacted.

Refusing to leave their future in the hands of blind faith, the daughters of Innis Lear prepare for war –

but regardless of who wins the crown, the shores of Innis will weep the blood of a house divided.

NOT 
FINAL



AN ORPHAN’S WAR

MOLLY GREEN

9780008238971

MAY 03, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

ONE SUMMER IN ITALY

SUE MOORCROFT

9780008260040

MAY 17, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

HIS ONLY WEAKNESS

MAYA BANKS

9780062410269

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

KATHRYN CASEY

9780062363503

MAY 17, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

RUNAWAY BRIDE

MARY JAYNE BAKER

9780008258337

MAY 03, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

MY HUSBAND’S LIES

CAROLINE ENGLAND

9780008260255

MAY 17, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE LITTLE CORNISH 

KITCHEN

JANE LINFOOT

9780008260682

MAY 31, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

A SHATTERED EMPIRE

MITCHELL HOGAN

9781460750728

MAY 17, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (UK)

£12.99

A SCANDALOUS DEAL

JOANNA SHUPE

9780062678911

MAY 03, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

SOPHIA OF SILICON VALLEY

ANNA YEN

9780062673015

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00



TALON OF GOD

WESLEY SNIPES, RAY 

NORMAN

9780062668172

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

THE BABY PLAN

KATE RORICK

9780062684417

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

THE OTHER MOTHER

CAROL GOODMAN

9780062562647

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

FLAMES OF REBELLION 2 –

REBELLION'S FURY

JAY ALLAN

9780062566843

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

THE BRIDE TAKES A GROOM

LISA BERNE

9780062451828

MAY 03, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

DISTURBING HIS PEACE

TESSA BAILEY

9780062467126

MAY 03, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

A MATCH MADE IN BED

CATHY MAXWELL

9780062655769

MAY 03, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) 

PAPERBACK

£6.99

DON’T TRUST ME

JOSS STIRLING

9780008278656

MAY 17, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE DESIGNS OF LORD 

RANDOLPH CAVANAUGH

STEPHANIE LAURENS

9781848457287

MAY 03, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE MILL VALLEY GIRLS –

ALICE’S SECRET

LYNNE FRANCIS

9780008290665

MAY 17, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99



HER HIDDEN LIFE

V.S. ALEXANDER

9780008262853

MAY 03, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

CRAZY IN LOVE AT THE 

LONELY HEARTS BOOKSHOP

ANNIE DARLING

9780008275648

APRIL 05, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

THE DISTRICT NURSE

ANNIE GROVES

9780008272210

MAY 31, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

DICTIONARY STORIES

JEZ BURROWS

9780062652614

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

CAT SHINING BRIGHT

SHIRLEY ROUSSEAU MURPHY

9780062460424

MAY 03, 2018
MASS MARKET (RACK) PAPERBACK

£6.99





Basics to Brilliance Kids is the latest gorgeous new book from Australia's best-selling cookbook 

author, Donna Hay.

As a mum, Donna knows that there is nothing more enjoyable than introducing your children to 

the wonders of taste, food and flavours. Her new book highlights the importance of mastering the 

basics, celebrates fresh, healthy food, and the joy of cooking, eating and sharing delicious food 

with the people we love.

Featuring over 120 fantastic, fun-filled, simple, family-friendly recipes, Basics to Brilliance Kids 

gives you and your kids endless ideas for birthday parties, picnics, school fairs and bake sales, 

family and celebration dinners, brilliant breakfasts, beach days, backyard movie nights and 

sleepovers.

BASICS TO BRILLIANCE 

KIDS

May 17, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollins

Cookery for Kids

£20.009781460754726

Donna Hay



Written with self-excoriating candour and the driest humour, comes a book about being a dad 

from one of our best loved journalists.

“For me the hardest task of fatherhood was always the oppressive obligation to lead by example. 

My sons have been present on countless occasions when I have, as we say in my homeland, 

completely lost my shit. During these stressful moments I have often wished to turn to them as a 

judge might to a jury and say, “Please strike the next few minutes from the record”, but many of 

those instances are chronicled in these pages. It’s not because I’m any less ashamed now; it’s 

because if I left them out there wouldn’t be enough for a book.

Perhaps this is my life’s true purpose: maybe I’m here to teach my sons that self-esteem comes 

and goes – it can get rolled right out of you at short notice – but that you still can get by in life 

without any, as long as you don’t want to be a contestant on The Apprentice. That, at least, is my 

experience. And for what it’s worth, my example.”

DAD YOU SUCK

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

Fourth Estate

Family & Health

£8.999780007527717

Tim Dowling



‘I was spotty, wore an anorak, had biro-engraved flared blue jeans with “purple” and 

“Sabbath” written on the thighs, and rode an ear-splittingly uncool moped. Oh yes, and I 

wanted to be a drummer…’

Bruce Dickinson – Iron Maiden’s legendary front man – is one of the world’s most iconic singers 

and songwriters. But there are many strings to Bruce’s bow, of which larger-than-life lead 

vocalist is just one. He is also an airline captain, aviation entrepreneur, motivational speaker, 

beer brewer, novelist, radio presenter, film scriptwriter and an international fencer: truly one of 

the most unique and interesting men in the world.

In What Does this Button Do? Bruce contemplates the rollercoaster of life. He recounts – in his 

uniquely anarchic voice – the explosive exploits of his eccentric British childhood, the meteoric 

rise of Maiden, summoning the powers of darkness, the philosophy of fencing, brutishly beautiful 

Boeings and firmly dismissing cancer like an uninvited guest.

Bold, honest, intelligent and funny, this long-awaited memoir captures the life, heart and mind of 

a true rock icon, and is guaranteed to inspire curious souls and hard-core fans alike.

WHAT DOES THIS BUTTON DO?

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

Harper

Autobiography: General

£8.999780008172442

Bruce Dickinson



Best-selling author Simon Winchester maps the amazing trajectory of the fathers of engineering. 

The lives of Wilkinson, Whitworth, Maudslay, Bramah, and Ramsden are interwoven with 

anecdotes such as the invention of the Rolls-Royce and Thomas Jefferson’s innovations, 

offering a fascinating narrative about the men who shaped today’s world.

Through stories of their trials and tribulations, Exactly celebrates the memorable men who 

shaped today’s world through their early innovation in engineering.

John Wilkinson, known as ‘“Iron-Mad” Wilkinson’ became one of the richest Englishmen of the 

industrial revolution following the invention of perfectly round cylinders, which forever changed 

the steam engine business. Joseph Bramah masterminded an eclectic array of inventions, not 

least the banknote numbering machine, the beer tap, the hydraulic press, and locks. Jesse 

Ramsden crafted precise optical instruments. As the first man to create a perfect sheet of steel, 

Henry Maudslay virtually invented the concept of precision. His peer Joseph Whitworth 

standardised it through the British Standard Whitworth system for imperial measurement – a 

framework that guides the railway, shipbuilding and car manufacturing industries to this day.

EXACTLY

May 18, 2018

Hardback

William Collins

Biography: Science, Technology & Medicine

£25.009780008241766

Simon Winchester



Despite centuries of observing whales, we know hardly anything about them. They live an 

elusive existence; 99 per cent of their lives are spent underwater. They can live human lifetimes, 

roam entire ocean basins, yet only enter our awareness when they die, struck by a ship or 

stranded in the surf. What we know about their evolutionary past is similarly inaccessible and, 

more confounding, incomplete against the ravages of geologic time. The rock record yields a 

shard of bone here, a part of a skull there, skipping over full geologic periods and oceans. All the 

while, whales captivate us with the little we do understand about their life below the water’s 

edge.

The serious limits imposed on how we can study these graceful giants leave us with burning 

questions about their daily lives, their history and their future. Why did it take whales over 50 

million years to evolve to such big sizes, and how do they manage to eat enough to stay that 

big? How did their ancestors return from land to the sea? Why do they beach themselves? What 

do their lives tell us about our oceans? Finally, the most pressing questions aim squarely at their 

uncertain future: In the grand sweepstakes of human-driven habitat and climate change, will any 

whales survive?

WHALEBONE

May 03, 2018

Hardback

William Collins

Palaeontology

9780008244460

Nicholas Pyenson

£20.00



The unmissable inside story of the most dramatic general election campaign in modern history 

and Theresa May’s battle for a Brexit deal, the greatest challenge for a prime minister since the 

Second World War.

By the bestselling author of All Out War, shortlisted for the Orwell Prize 2017.

This is the unmissable inside story of the most dramatic general election campaign in modern 

history and Theresa May’s battle for a Brexit deal – the greatest challenge for a prime minister 

since the Second World War.

Fall Out tells of how a leader famed for her caution battled her bitterly divided cabinet at home 

while facing duplicitous Brussels bureaucrats abroad. Of how she then took the biggest gamble 

of her career to strengthen her position – and promptly blew it. It is also a tale of treachery where 

– in the hour of her greatest weakness – one by one, May’s colleagues began to plot against 

her.

Inside this book you will find all the strategy, comedy, tragedy and farce of modern politics –

where principle, passion and vaulting ambition collide in the corridors of power. It chronicles a 

civil war at the heart of the Conservative Party and a Labour Party back from the dead, led by 

Jeremy Corbyn, who defied the experts and the critics on his own side to mount an unlikely tilt at 

the top job.

FALL OUT

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

William Collins

Politics & Government

£9.999780008264420

Tim Shipman



The Infinite Monkey Cage, the legendary BBC Radio 4 programme, brings you this irreverent 

celebration of scientific marvels. Join us on a hectic leap through the grand and bizarre ideas 

conjured up by human imagination, from dark matter to consciousness via neutrinos and 

earthworms.

Professor Brian Cox and Robin Ince muse on multifaceted subjects involved in building a 

universe, with pearls of wisdom from leading scientists and comedians peppered throughout.

Covering billions of concepts and conundrums, they tackle everything from the Big Bang to 

parallel universes, fierce creatures to extraterrestrial life, brain science to artificial intelligence. 

How to Build a Universe is an illuminating and inspirational celebration of science – sometimes 

silly, sometimes astounding and very occasionally facetious.

HOW TO BUILD A 

UNIVERSE

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

William Collins

Popular Science

£9.999780008276324

Prof. Brian Cox, Robin Ince, Alexandra Feachem



Special forces training is no walk in the park. The rules are strict and they make sure you learn 

the hard way, pushing you beyond the limits of what is physically possible. There is no mercy. 

Even when you are bleeding and broken, to admit defeat is failure.

To survive the gruelling selection process to become a member of the elite you need toughness, 

aggression, meticulous attention to detail and unrelenting self-discipline, all traits that make for 

the best leaders.

After 15 years’ service in the military, with 4 years as a Special Boat Service (SBS) sniper, Ant 

Middleton is the epitome of what it takes to excel. He served in the SBS, the naval wing of the 

special forces, the Royal Marines and 9 Parachute Squadron Royal, achieving what is known as 

the ‘Holy Trinity’ of the UK’s Elite Forces. As a point man in the SBS, Ant was always the first 

man through the door, the first man into the dark, and the first man in harm’s way.

In this fascinating, exhilarating and revealing book, Ant speaks about the highs and gut-

wrenching lows of his life and draws valuable lessons that we can all use in our daily lives.

FIRST MAN IN

May 31, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollins

Memoir

£20.009780008245719

Ant Middleton



Plot 29

Allan Jenkins

9780008121952

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

Memoirs

£9.99

As a young boy in 1960s Plymouth, Allan Jenkins and his brother, Christopher, were rescued from their 

care home and fostered by an elderly couple. There, the brothers started to grow flowers in their 

riverside cottage. They found a new life with their new mum and dad.

As Allan grew older, his foster parents were never quite able to provide the family he and his brother 

needed, but the solace he found in tending a small London allotment echoed the childhood moments 

when he grew nasturtiums from seed.

Over the course of a year, Allan digs deeper into his past, seeking to learn more about his absent 

parents. Examining the truths and untruths that he’d been told, he discovers the secrets to why the two 

boys were in care. What emerges is a vivid portrait of the violence and neglect that lay at the heart of 

his family.

A beautifully written, haunting memoir, Plot 29 is a mystery story and meditation on nature and nurture. 

It’s also a celebration of the joy to be found in sharing food and flowers with people you love.

The Book Smugglers 

of Timbuktu

Charlie English

9780008126650

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

Geographical Discovery & 

Exploration

£9.99

To Westerners, the name ‘Timbuktu’ long conjured a tantalising paradise, an African El Dorado where 

even the slaves wore gold. Beginning in the late eighteenth century, a series of explorers gripped by 

the fever for discovery tried repeatedly to reach the fabled city. But one expedition after another went 

disastrously awry, succumbing to attack, climate, and disease.

Timbuktu was rich in another way too. A medieval centre of learning, it was home to tens – according to 

some, hundreds – of thousands of ancient manuscripts, on subjects ranging from religion to poetry, law 

to history, pharmacology, and astronomy. When al-Qaeda-linked jihadists surged across Mali in 2012, 

threatening the existence of these precious documents, a remarkable thing happened: a team of 

librarians and archivists joined forces to spirit the manuscripts into hiding.

Relying on extensive research and firsthand reporting, Charlie English expertly twines these two 

suspenseful strands into a fascinating account of one of the planet's extraordinary places, and the 

myths from which it has become inseparable.



The Catalogue of 

Shipwrecked Books

Edward Wilson-Lee

9780008146221

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Biography: Historical, 

Political & Military

£25.00

Without libraries, what have we? We have no past and no future. This book tells for the first time in 

English the story of the first great universal library in the age of printing – and of the son of Christopher 

Colombus who created it.

Yeti

Graham Hoyland

9780008279493

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Lifestyle, sport and leisure

£20.00

In a lost valley near the unclimbed mountain Gangkar Punsum, Graham Hoyland believes he was 

stalked by the mysterious Yeti, a beast so unspeakably powerful that locals says it can kill a yak 

with one savage blow of its fist.

Hoyland hears tales of the Yeti from Sherpas who report that they are confusing to track. He 

explores the literary hinterland behind the legend and hunts for the Yeti’s American cousin Bigfoot, 

the Loch Ness monster and her African relative Mokèlé-Mbèmbé.

What leads mankind to the belief in monsters, and what happens when we are confronted with the 

brutal creatures of our nightmares?



The Mighty Franks

Michael Frank

9780008215224

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

Memoirs

£9.99

Michael Frank’s upbringing was unusual to say the least. His aunt was his father’s sister and his uncle 

his mother’s brother. The two couples lived blocks apart in the hills of LA, with both grandmothers in an 

apartment together nearby.

Most unusual of all was his aunt, ‘Hankie’: a beauty with violet eyelids and leaves fastened in her hair, a 

woman who thought that conformity was death, a Hollywood screenwriter spinning seductive fantasies. 

With no children of her own, Hankie took a particular shine to Michael, taking him on Antiquing 

excursions, telling him about ‘the very last drop of her innermost self’, holding him in her orbit in 

unpredictable ways. This love complicated the delicate balance of the wider family and changed 

Michael’s life forever.

Autobiophilosophy

Robert Rowland Smith

9780008218461

May 03, 2018

Trade paperback (UK)

Memoirs

£14.99

Robert Rowland Smith’s life story involves a love triangle, office politics, police raids, illegal drugs, the 

academic elite and a near-death experience. It sees him grappling with the tragic fate of his father, 

going through a double divorce and encountering a living divinity. We witness him confronting his 

demons but also looking out for angels.

A former Oxford don, Robert uses these deeply personal experiences to generate philosophical 

insights that will resonate with everybody. What are the recurring patterns, unconscious motives and 

social forces that govern our behaviour? Through his experiences, and referencing writers from 

Shakespeare to Freud, he offers new models and ways into human psychology.

As we are led into Robert’s private world, we gain an understanding of what it means to be human that 

is relevant to all.



The Hidden Hut

Simon Stallard

9780008218010

May 03, 2018

Hardback

Cooking For Parties

£20.00

Simon Stallard set up The Hidden Hut to huge critical acclaim in 2011. An outdoor restaurant in 

Cornwall, tucked down on a remote sandy beach with no road access and completely off grid. He 

cooks up huge atmospheric open air feasts for their guests throughout the summer, whatever the 

weather. In 2017, over 22,000 people applied for just 600 covers over their season, with tickets selling 

out within minutes of release each month, making it the hottest restaurant ticket in the UK. Simon’s 

cooking techniques have become iconic in Cornwall – from fire pits in the sand to wind-chime fish 

smokers and wood-fired rotisseries – his feasts are influenced by the smouldering fires and field-to-fork 

Cornish produce that fill his outdoor beach kitchen.

The Hidden Hut cookbook showcases inspiration for creating a magical and memorable feast of your 

own, whether you’re cooking for four or forty, in your friend’s flat or on a remote windswept beach. The 

recipes are adapted for the home cook and include delicious, achievable dishes for both small family 

meals and larger gatherings. Many of the recipes have the option to be cooked indoors conventionally 

or outdoors over fire.

Out of the Shadow of a 

Giant

John Gribbin, Mary Gribbin

9780008220617

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

History Of Science

£10.99

Whilst Newton is widely regarded as one of the greatest scientists of all time, and the father of the 

English scientific revolution, John and Mary Gribbin uncover the fascinating story of Robert Hooke and 

Edmond Halley, whose scientific achievements neatly embrace the hundred years or so during which 

science as we know it became established in Britain. They argue persuasively that even without 

Newton science in Britain would have made a great leap forward in the second half of the seventeenth 

century, headed by two extraordinary men, Hooke and Halley.



A Clear Blue Sky

Jonny Bairstow, Duncan 

Hamilton

9780008232696

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

Biography: Sport

£8.99

As a young boy of eight, Jonny Bairstow was dealt a cruel blow. His father David ‘Bluey’ Bairstow, the 

combative and very popular wicketkeeper and captain of Yorkshire, took his own life at the age of forty-

six.

David left behind Jonny, Jonny’s sister Becky and half-brother Andy, and his wife Janet, who had 

recently been diagnosed with cancer at the time of his death. From these incredibly tough 

circumstances, Jonny and his family strived to find an even keel and come to terms with the loss of their 

father and husband.

Jonny found his way through his dedication to sport. He was a gifted and natural athlete, with potential 

careers ahead of him in rugby and football, but he eventually chose cricket and came to build a career 

that followed in his father’s footsteps, eventually reaching the pinnacle of the sport and breaking the 

record for most Test runs in a year by a wicketkeeper.

Secrets of the Human 

Body

Chris van Tulleken, Xand van 

Tulleken, Andrew Cohen

9780008256562

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

Human Biology

£9.99

You may think you know the human body – heart, lungs, brain and bones – but it’s time to think again. 

Your body is full of extraordinary mysteries that science is only just beginning to understand. This book, 

which accompanies a major new BBC TV programme, turns your knowledge of the human body on its 

head. Leading us through all of these revelations are stories of everyday miracles – the human stories 

that bind every one of us together through the universal stages of life. From the most extreme 

environments on Earth, to the most extreme events, we reveal the extraordinary abilities every human 

shares.

HB 
COVER



The Pilgrim’s Regress

C. S. Lewis

9780008254582

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£8.99

One of C. S. Lewis’ works of fiction, or more specifically allegory, this book is clearly modelled upon 

Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, as Lewis cleverly satirizes different sections of the Church.

Written within a year of Lewis’ conversion, it characterises the various theological and temperamental 

leanings of the time. This brilliant and biting allegory has lost none of its freshness and theological 

profundity, as the pilgrims pass the City of Claptrap, the tableland of the High Anglicans and the far-off 

marsh of the Theosophists. As ever, Lewis says memorably in brief what would otherwise have 

demanded a full-length philosophy of religion.

Inner City Pressure

Dan Hancox

9780008257132

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Music

£20.00

Beginning at the start of the new millennium in the council estates of inner London, Inner City Pressure 

tells the full story of grime, Britain’s most exciting musical revolution since punk. Against seemingly 

insurmountable odds, grime’s teenage pioneers sent out a signal from the pirate radio aerials and 

crumbling estates of London’s poorest boroughs that would, 15 years later, resonate as the universal 

sound of youthful rebellion, as big in the suburbs as in the inner city.

By 2018, the likes of Dizzee Rascal, Wiley and Skepta have long since become household names. But 

have the conditions that produced this music now gone forever? What happens to those living on the 

margins when those margins become ever-smaller spaces? And what happens to a rebellious, outsider 

sound when it is fully accepted by the pop cultural mainstream? Inner City Pressure tells the 

astonishing story of a generation dancing, fighting and rioting against the forces gentrifying the capital.



Marine Knots

Patrick Moreau, Jean-Benoit 

Heron

9780062797759

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Hobbies

£14.99

Packed with helpful step-by-step instructions and beautifully detailed illustrations, Marine Knots 

includes forty different knots every water sportsperson—including sailors, motor boat enthusiasts, 

waterskiers, paddle boarders, kayakers, canoers, and more need to practice their craft or hobby safely 

and confidently.

Marine Knots comes with a convenient practice rope to help you perfect each knot, and a handy plastic 

waterproof binding so you can stash it on board without worrying about the weather—or a rogue wave. 

The spiral binding allows the book to stay open for easy practice whether you’re out on a lake, at sea, 

or in the backyard or living room.

For everyone who loves spending time on the water, Marine Knots is a reliable, portable, and 

invaluable guide—and the perfect accessory for popular water activities.

That's What She Said

Kimothy Joy

9780062796769

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Feminism

£16.99

For Kimothy Joy, activist and artist, the 2016 election results were a pivotal moment. After years of 

working on campaigns that empowered women and girls, and she was disheartened to find that the 

political climate—one she had thought ready for its first female president—still had so far to go in 

preparing for the rise of female leaders. 

Now, in That’s What She Said, Joy pairs her stunning illustrations with surprising, illuminating 

biographies in a beautiful gift book that will empower women of all ages, races, and backgrounds. 

Through Joy’s engaging work, readers will come to know a powerful and diverse group of over fifty 

women—from Maya Angelou, Gloria Steinem, and Michelle Obama to Sojourner Truth, Yoko Ono, and 

Ruth Bader Ginsburg—and will be inspired by the words and experiences of these remarkable role 

models. 



Cops and Robbers

Ant Anstead

9780008244514

May 17, 2018

Hardback

Motor Cars: General Interest

£20.00

The British Police Force’s relationship with the car started with the chasing of pioneer speeding 

motorists, who were often caught by policemen on bicycles. However, as speed restrictions eased in 

the early twentieth century and car ownership increased the Police embraced the car. Crime was 

becoming intrinsically linked to the car, criminals were stealing them to sell on or to use as getaway 

vehicles and the Police needed to stay ahead, or at least only one step behind. The arms race for 

speed, which culminated in the Police acquiring high-speed pursuit vehicles such as Subaru Impreza 

Turbos, had begun.

Ant Anstead spent the first seven years of his working life as a cop. Growing up watching The 

Professionals and other TV programmes initially fired his enthusiasm, partly because of the cars; who 

doesn’t love a handbrake-turning Capri. However, Ant was a serious copper who succeeded in the 

force and joined the armed response team, one of the force’s most elite units. Ant never lost his love of 

cars though, especially police cars.

How to Read Poetry 

Like a Professor

Thomas C. Foster

9780062113788

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Poetry

£10.99

No literary form is as simultaneously admired and feared as poetry. Admired because of its lengthy 

pedigree, a line of poets extending back to a time before recorded history, and a ubiquitous presence in 

virtually all cultures. 

Poetry demands something more of us-intellectually, emotionally, spiritually-than we are accustomed to 

giving to our reading. Most of us start out loving poetry because that's what fills our children's books. 

Robert Louis Stevenson, Dr. Seuss, Jack Prelutsky, and Shel Silverstein all gave English speaking 

children rhymed delight. At a certain point, however, our reading shifts to prose and when we later 

arrive at poems once more, we have no recent experience. The rules for poetry seem to have shifted. 

HOW TO READ POETRY LIKE A PROFESSOR will be readers' guide to how poetry works and how to 

glean the most meaning and pleasure from literature in verse. Most of all, it will address the thing most 

people intuit even if they can't articulate it: Reading poetry requires more than just your brain. Writing 

poetry is a full-contact activity; so, too, must we bring our entire being to bear on the act of reading it.



Anything You Can 

Imagine

Ian Nathan

9780008192471

May 03, 2018

Hardback

Autobiography: Arts & 

Entertainment

£20.00

The definitive history of Peter Jackson’s Middle-earth saga, Anything You Can Imagine takes us on a 

cinematic journey across all six films, featuring brand-new interviews with Peter, his cast & crew. From 

the early days of daring to dream it could be done, through the highs and lows of making the films, to 

fan adoration and, finally, Oscar glory.

Lights

A nine-year-old boy in New Zealand’s Pukerua Bay stays up late and is spellbound by a sixty-year-old 

vision of a giant ape on an island full of dinosaurs. This is true magic. And the boy knows that he wants 

to be a magician.

Camera

Fast-forward twenty years and the boy has begun to cast a spell over the film-going audience, conjuring 

gore-splattered romps with bravura skill that will lead to Academy recognition with an ...

American Princess

Leslie Carroll

9780062859457

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Biography

£8.99

When Prince Harry of Wales first introduced Megan Markle, the beautiful biracial American star of the 

popular television series “Suits,” to his grandmother the queen, royal watchers were sure that wedding 

bells were next. Now this gorgeous, glamorous twosome will tie-the-knot in a ceremony that 

unprecedented in royal history. 

A generation ago, it would have been unthinkable for any member of Great Britain’s royal family to 

consider marrying someone like Meghan Markle. Professional actresses were seen as scandalous and 

barely respectable. And the last time an American divorcee married into the royal family, King Edward 

VIII had to abdicate his throne in order to tie the knot. But Prince Harry is a modern royal, and the 

Windsors have welcomed Meghan Markle into the tight-knit clan they jokingly call “The Firm.”

So, who exactly is the woman bringing the royal family into the 21st century? Leslie Carroll gives 

readers a never-before-seen look into the little-known life of the future royal, and her dazzling, 

thoroughly modern romance with Prince Harry.



RFK: His Words for 

Our Times

Robert Kennedy

9780062834102

May 16, 2018

Hardback

Biography and Memoir

£20.00

Twenty-five years after Bobby Kennedy was assassinated, RFK: Collected Speeches, a 

celebration of Kennedy's life and legacy, was published to enormous acclaim. Now, a quarter 

century later, this classic volume has been thoroughly edited and updated. Through his own words 

we get a direct and intimate perspective on Kennedy’s views on civil rights, social justice, the war 

in Vietnam, foreign policy, the desirability of peace, the need to eliminate poverty and the role of 

hope in American politics. Here, too, is evidence of the impact of those he knew and worked with, 

including his brother John F. Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, Martin Luther King, Jr., and Cesar 

Chavez, among others. The tightly curated collection also includes commentary about RFK’s 

legacy from major historians and public figures, among them Barack Obama, Bill Clinton, Eric 

Garcetti, William Manchester, Anna Quindlen, Elie Wiesel, Desmond Tutu and others. Assembled 

with the full cooperation of the Kennedy family, RFK: His Words for Our Time is a potent reminder 

of Robert Kennedy's ability to imagine a greater America—a faith and vision we could use today.

Future Presence

Peter Rubin

9780062566690

May 31, 2018

Hardback

Technology

£20.00

From Wired senior editor and pop culture writer Peter Rubin, an exciting, candid glimpse into how 

virtual reality will forever change human connection: how we will use it to make friends, go on 

dates, and explore new frontiers of intimacy.



An Odyssey

Daniel Mendelsohn

9780007545131

May 31, 2018

Paperback

Literary Studies

£8.99

When eighty-one-year-old Jay Mendelsohn decides to enrol in the undergraduate seminar on the 

Odyssey that his son Daniel teaches at Bard College, the two find themselves on an adventure as 

profoundly emotional as it is intellectual. For Jay, a retired research scientist who sees the world 

through a mathematician’s unforgiving eyes, this return to the classroom is his ‘one last chance’ to learn 

about the great literature he’d neglected in his youth – and, even more, a final opportunity to 

understand his son.

But through the sometimes-uncomfortable months that follow, as the two men explore Homer’s great 

work together – first in the classroom, where Jay persistently challenges his son’s interpretations, and 

then during a surprise-filled Mediterranean journey retracing Odysseus’ legendary voyages – it 

becomes clear that Daniel has much to learn, too: for Jay’s responses to both the text and the travels 

gradually uncover long-buried secrets that allow the son to understand his difficult father at last. As this 

intricately woven memoir builds to its wrenching climax, Mendelsohn’s narrative comes to echo The 

Odyssey itself, with its timeless themes of deception and recognition, marriage and children, the 

pleasures of travel and the meaning of home.

The Mind-Gut 

Connection

Emeran Mayer

9780062376589

May 17, 2018

Paperback

Health

£12.99

At some point, we have all experienced the connection between our mind and our gut. Who doesn’t 

remember feeling queasy about a risky situation, making an important decision based on a gut 

feeling, or declining an opportunity because we literally couldn’t stomach the thought of it? Most of 

us have also experienced the process in reverse, where our conscious thoughts have played out in 

our digestive system—the butterflies in our stomach before a big meeting, the dull ache and lack of 

appetite when we’re really upset, or the anxious rumbling when we’re stressed out.

This dialogue between the gut and the brain has been recognized for centuries—ancient healing 

traditions, including Aryuvedic and Chinese medicine, have long embraced the concept that our 

digestive system is directly linked to our mental health. Until recently, however, most doctors have 

failed to appreciate the full impact and complexity of how the brain, gut, and more recently, the 

microbiome, communicate with one another. In The Mind-Gut Connection, Executive Director of the 

UCLA Center for Neurobiology of Stress, Dr. Emeran Mayer, offers a cutting-edge view into this 

developing science, showing readers how they can harness the power of the mind-gut connection 

to take charge of their health.



Diversify

June Sarpong

9780008242084

May 17, 2018

Paperback

Diversity

£9.99

In this fierce, empowering call to arms, June Sarpong MBE puts the spotlight on groups who are often 

marginalised in our society, including women, those living with disabilities, and the LGBTQ community. 

Diversify uncovers how a new approach to how we work, learn and live can help us reach our 

maximum potential, lessen the pressure on the state, and solve some of the most stubborn challenges 

we face.



THE BEAUTY DIET

DAVID WOLFE

9780062309808

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£16.99

THE CONFIDENCE CODE

KATTY KAY, CLAIRE 

SHIPMAN

9780062230638

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

ACE OF SHADES

AMANDA FOODY

9781848455450

MAY 17, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

ALIBABA

DUNCAN CLARK

9780062413413

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

JUST THE FUNNY PARTS

NELL SCOVELL

9780062473486

MAY 03, 2018
HARDBACK

£18.99

HIDDEN SIN

JULIE SHAW

9780008228484

MAY 17, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

THE ADRENAL THYROID 

REVOLUTION

AVIVA ROMM, M.D.

9780062476357

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

ANIMAL SPIRIT

KIM KRANS

9780062742865

MAY 03, 2018
HARDBACK

£30.00

AWKWARD

TY TASHIRO

9780062429162

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

HEMA MALINI

RAM KAMAL MUKHERJEE

9789352773220

MAY 03, 2018
HARDBACK

£18.99



COOKING FOR HORMONE 

BALANCE

MAGDALENA WSZELAKI

9780062643131

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£25.00

GENIUS FOODS

MAX LUGAVERE, PAUL 

GREWAL, M.D.

9780062562852

MAY 03, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

GIRL CODE

ANDREA GONZALES, SOPHIE 

HOUSER

9780062472472

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LETTERMAN

JASON ZINOMAN

9780062377227

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

LOVE RULES

JOANNA COLES

9780062652584

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

MIRROR TOUCH

JOEL SALINAS, M.D.

9780062458612

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

MURDER IN MATERA

HELENE STAPINSKI

9780062438492

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

TRUE STORIES FROM AN 

UNRELIABLE EYEWITNESS

CHRISTINE LAHTI

9780062663672

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

HELL! NO SAINTS IN 

PARADISE

A.K. ASIF

9789352770557

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

UNTITLED

PETER SCHWEIZER

9780062569363

APRIL 05, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00



PICK THREE

RANDI ZUCKERBERG

9780062842824

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

TOUGH MOTHERS

JASON PORATH

9780062796097

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£18.99

YOU ALL GROW UP AND 

LEAVE ME

PIPER WEISS

9780062456571

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£20.00

CREATIVE QUEST

QUESTLOVE

9780008286446

MAY 03, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (UK)

£14.99

FROM CHANAKYA TO MODI

APARNA PANDE

9789352645381

MAY 03, 2018
HARDBACK

£16.99





9780008241377 | £13.99 9780008241384 | £12.99 9780008241391 | £12.99 9780008241407 | £13.99 9780008267681 | £16.99

9780008257972 | £6.99 9780008257989 | £6.99 9780008257965 | £6.99

COLLINS DICTIONARIES
May 03, 2018 | Paperback | Bilingual and Multilingual Dictionaries 



Collins Little Books –

Craft Beer

Dominic Roskrow

9780008271206

May 31, 2018

Paperback / softback

Beers

£6.99

The book includes a description of 120 of the very best craft beers in the world including details of the 

different varieties and what distinguishes them. It is completely up-to-date, including details of new and 

emerging beers and microbreweries.

What’s more, an introduction explores the current craft beer boom and how brewers are coping with 

this surge in demand,making this attractive Little Book a great introduction for anyone looking to learn 

about the history past and present of craft beer. And also how best to enjoy it!

Collins Little Books –

Rum

Dominic Roskrow

9780008271220

May 31, 2018

Paperback / softback

Spirits & Cocktails

£6.99

The book includes a description of 110 of the very best rums in the world. It is completely up-to-date, 

including details of the different varieties and styles of rum available today.

What’s more, an introduction explores the current market for rum and how distilleries are coping with 

the surge in demand,making this attractive Little Book a great introduction for anyone looking to learn 

about the history past and present of this popular drink. And also how best to enjoy it!



THE TIMES KILLER SU DOKU 

BOOK 14

THE TIMES MIND GAMES

9780008241223

MAY 03, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£6.99

THE TIMES SUPER FIENDISH 

SU DOKU BOOK 5

THE TIMES MIND GAMES

9780008241230

MAY 03, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£6.99

THE TIMES CRYPTIC 

CROSSWORD BOOK 22

THE TIMES MIND GAMES

9780008241308

MAY 03, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£6.99

THE TIMES CODEWORD 9

THE TIMES MIND GAMES

9780008241247

MAY 03, 2018
B-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£6.99

THE TIMES 2 JUMBO 

CROSSWORD BOOK 13

THE TIMES MIND GAMES

9780008241315

MAY 03, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£9.99

THE SUN QUICK 

CROSSWORD BOOK 5

THE SUN

9780008241254

MAY 03, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£5.99

THE SUN WORDSEARCH 

BOOK 4

THE SUN

9780008241261

MAY 03, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£5.99

LARGE PRINT SU DOKU 

BOOK 1

COLLINS

9780008279691

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LARGE PRINT CROSSWORDS 

BOOK 1

COLLINS

9780008279707

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

LARGE PRINT 

WORDSEARCHES BOOK 1

COLLINS

9780008279714

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99



COLLINS RUSSIAN 

DICTIONARY ESSENTIAL 

EDITION

COLLINS DICTIONARIES

9780008270704

MAY 03, 2018
A-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

COLLINS JAPANESE 

DICTIONARY ESSENTIAL 

EDITION

COLLINS DICTIONARIES

9780008270711

MAY 03, 2018
A-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99

COLLINS RUSSIAN 

DICTIONARY GEM EDITION

COLLINS DICTIONARIES

9780008270803

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

COLLINS ARABIC DICTIONARY 

ESSENTIAL EDITION

COLLINS DICTIONARIES

9780008270681

MAY 03, 2018
A-FORMAT PAPERBACK

£7.99





SOCIOLOGY THEMES AND 

PERSPECTIVES – AQA A-LEVEL 

SOCIOLOGY THEMES AND 

PERSPECTIVES

MICHAEL HARALAMBOS

9780008242787

APRIL 27, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£24.99

COLLINS CARIBBEAN 

SOCIAL STUDIES –

STUDENT’S BOOK 1

9780008256463

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£14.99

COLLINS CARIBBEAN 

SOCIAL STUDIES –

STUDENT’S BOOK 2

9780008256470

APRIL 05, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£14.99

COLLINS CARIBBEAN 

SOCIAL STUDIES –

STUDENT’S BOOK 3

9780008256487

APRIL 05, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£14.99

COLLINS CARIBBEAN 

SOCIAL STUDIES –

WORKBOOK 1

9780008256494

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

HANDS-ON MATHS – YEAR 5 

HANDS-ON MATHS

KEEN KITE BOOKS

9780008266998

APRIL 25, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£25.00

HANDS-ON MATHS – YEAR 6 

HANDS-ON MATHS

KEEN KITE BOOKS

9780008267001

APRIL 25, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£25.00

COLLINS A-LEVEL REVISION –

EDEXCEL A-LEVEL MATHS YEAR 2 

ALL-IN-ONE REVISION AND PRACTICE

COLLINS A-LEVEL

9780008268527

MAY 31, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£12.99

COLLINS GCSE 9-1 REVISION – WJEC 

EDUQAS GCSE FOOD PREPARATION 

AND NUTRITION ALL-IN-ONE REVISION 

AND PRACTICE

COLLINS GCSE

9780008292027

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

COLLINS GCSE 9-1 REVISION – WJEC 

EDUQAS GCSE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

AND ENGLISH LITERATURE ALL-IN-

ONE REVISION AND PRACTICE

COLLINS GCSE

9780008292010

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99



COLLINS CARIBBEAN 

SOCIAL STUDIES –

WORKBOOK 2

9780008256500

APRIL 05, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

COLLINS CARIBBEAN 

SOCIAL STUDIES –

WORKBOOK 3

9780008256517

APRIL 05, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® 

ENGLISH STUDENT’S BOOK

MIKE GOULD

9780008262006

APRIL 25, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£21.99

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE IGCSE® 

ENGLISH TEACHER’S GUIDE

CLARE AUSTIN-MACRAE

9780008262013

JUNE 20, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£100.00

CAMBRIDGE INTERNATIONAL 

EXAMINATIONS – CAMBRIDGE 

IGCSE® ENGLISH WORKBOOK

COLLINS UK

9780008262020

MAY 23, 2018
TRADE PAPERBACK (US)

£7.99

ADVANCED HIGHER MATHS 

PRACTICE QUESTION BOOK

CRAIG LOWTHER, GRAEME 

NOLAN, LECKIE AND LECKIE

9780008263560

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

NATIONAL 5 CHEMISTRY 

PRACTICE QUESTION BOOK

BARRY MCBRIDE, LECKIE AND 

LECKIE

9780008263584

MAY 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

NATIONAL 5 PHYSICS PRACTICE 

QUESTION BOOK

MICHAEL MURRAY, LECKIE AND 

LECKIE

9780008263591

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

HIGHER BIOLOGY PRACTICE 

QUESTION BOOK

JOHN DIMAMBRO, STUART WHITE, 

LECKIE AND LECKIE

9780008263607

MAY 15, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99

HIGHER PHYSICS PRACTICE 

QUESTION BOOK

PAUL FERGUSON, LECKIE AND 

LECKIE

9780008263621

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£9.99





THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO 

PAUL

JOHN F. MACARTHUR

9780718096243

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

HURRICANE SEASON

LAUREN K. DENTON

9780718084257

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

GO TO SLEEP, SHEEP!

THOMAS NELSON

9781400310272

MAY 17, 2018
BOARD BOOK

£5.99

LUKE

KRISTY CAMBRON

9780310089896

MAY 17, 2018
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£8.99

ACTS

KRISTY CAMBRON

9780310090014

MAY 17, 2018
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£8.99

AN AMISH HEIRLOOM

AMY CLIPSTON, BETH WISEMAN, 

KATHLEEN FULLER, KELLY IRVIN

9780310351887

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99

TOWARD A SECRET SKY

HEATHER MACLEAN

9780310754879

MAY 17, 2018
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99

ONCE UPON A FARM

RORY FEEK

9780785216728

MAY 17, 2018
WITH DUST JACKET

£18.99

SAVED FROM SUCCESS

DALE PARTRIDGE

9780718093440

MAY 17, 2018
WITH DUST JACKET

£12.99

DON’T SETTLE FOR SAFE

SARAH JAKES ROBERTS

9780718096359

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99



ONE BEAUTIFUL DREAM

JENNIFER FULWILER, 

MELANIE SHANKLE

9780310349747

MAY 17, 2018
WITH DUST JACKET

£18.99

YOU CAN STAY HOME WITH 

YOUR KIDS!

ERIN ODOM

9780310083566

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£10.99

THE SADDLE MAKER’S SON

KELLY IRVIN

9780785217114

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

THE CASE FOR MIRACLES –

STUDENT EDITION

LEE STROBEL, JANE VOGEL

9780310746362

MAY 17, 2018
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£6.99

THE CASE FOR MIRACLES FOR 

KIDS

LEE STROBEL, JESSE FLOREA

9780310748649

MAY 17, 2018
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£4.99

GOD MADE DADDY SPECIAL

GLENYS NELLIST, ESTELLE 

CORKE

9780310762430

MAY 17, 2018
BOARD BOOK

£6.99

THE ADVENTURE BIBLE

ZONDERVAN  

9780310763178

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

CHRIST FROM BEGINNING TO END

TRENT HUNTER, STEPHEN 

WELLUM

9780310536543

MAY 17, 2018
WITH DUST JACKET

£14.99

WHERE SHADOWS MEET

COLLEEN COBLE

9780785216650

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

THE WEAVER’S DAUGHTER

SARAH E. LADD

9780718011888

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99



EYEWITNESS TO MIRACLES

RANDY CLARK

9780785219057

MAY 03, 2018
UNSEWN / ADHESIVE BOUND

£10.99

THE CASE FOR MIRACLES

LEE STROBEL

9780310259244

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£10.99

NORA’S ARK

EILEEN SPINELLI

9780310761440

MAY 31, 2018
BOARD BOOK

£5.99

SHINING NIGHT

ALENA PITTS

9780310760610

APRIL 24, 2018
PAPERBACK

£5.99

EVEN IN OUR DARKNESS

JACK S. DEERE

9780310538141

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£14.99

TAILORMADE

ALEX SEELEY

9780718096359

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK

£10.99

FAITH THAT MATTERS

FREDERICK BUECHNER 

9780310090182

MAY 31, 2018
HARDBACK

£11.99

I CAN’T BELIEVE YOU JUST 

SAID THAT!

HUBBARD GINGER

9781400204441

MAY 31, 2018
PAPERBACK

£10.99

WHERE SHADOWS MEET

COLLEEN COBLE

9780785216650

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

THE WEAVER’S DAUGHTER

SARAH E. LADD

9780718011888

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£8.99



DEVOTIONS FROM THE 

LAKE

9781400309160

MAY 131 2018
HARDBACK

£10.99

MOVE INTO MORE

CHOCO DE JESUS

9780310349921

MAY 31, 2018
PAPERBACK

£10.99

INTRODUCING JESUS

MARK STRAUSS

9780310528586

MAY 31, 2018
PAPERBACK

£10.99

BASICS OF GREEK ACCENTS

JOGN A. L. LEE

9780310555643

MAY 31, 2018
PAPERBACK

£9.99
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The first series from the bestselling and award-winning picture book genius Rob Biddulph!

A brand new, creatively cretaceous story from the bestselling Rob Biddulph – and the first book 

in his first ever series!

Meet Otto, Winnie, Greg(asaurus) and all the other dinosaur juniors, as they traverse life’s first 

ups and downs – all in Rob’s trademark rhyme filled with warmth and humour.

This first book is perfect for Rob’s youngest fans, with colourful, detailed artwork and a simple 

rhyming text perfect for reading aloud.

ASK YOUR REP FOR DETAILS ABOUT DINOSAUR 

JUNIORS TOTE BAGS – ISBN 9780007971428

DINOSAUR JUNIORS (1) –

HAPPY HATCHDAY

April 05, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Picture Storybooks

£12.999780008286385

Rob Biddulph



“These stories are about the days when the Bobton-Trents had it cushy, very 

cushy indeed.”

The Bobton-Trent seniors certainly know how to make the most of their extravagant 

wealth – socialising, doing things, buying things and generally being more than a 

little bit … irresponsible…

Luckily for them, their son Hubert Horatio is an exceptionally intelligent, talented 

and sensible child.

Unluckily for Hubert, this tends to mean that a lot of his spare time is spent steering 

his rather unruly set of grown-ups out of trouble.

Legendary children’s writer and UK Children’s Laureate 2017-2019 Lauren Child 

revisits one of her most popular characters in these brand-new, laugh-out-loud 

stories about the rather unconventional Bobton-Trents! The perfect gift for children 

aged six and up.

FAMILIAR LIFE FORMS

May 03, 2018

Hardback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Children’s Fiction 6+

£12.999780008264086

Lauren Child



A hilarious rollercoaster ride of pure entertainment for 9+ readers everywhere, Birthday Boy is 

the new Baddiel Blockbuster: featuring David’s inimitable and award-winning combination of 

wish-fulfilment, heart and hilarity, all brought to life by regular collaborator Jim Field’s witty, 

stylish illustrations.

What if it was every day?

This is the story of Sam Green, who really, really, really loves birthdays. He loves the special 

breakfasts in bed. The presents. The themed parties. Blowing out the candles on his cake. 

Everything.

He is so excited about his 11th birthday, in fact, that he wishes it was his birthday every day.

So, at first, it’s quite exciting when his birthday happens again the next morning. And again. And 

again. And again…

But it’s not long before things start to go wrong. Soon, disaster strikes, threatening something 

Sam loves even more than birthdays.

Sometimes you have to be careful what you wish for…

BIRTHDAY BOY

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Family & Home Stories (Children's / Teenage)

£6.999780008200510

David Baddiel, Jim Field



Boy Underwater is a heartbreaking story about family, friends and secrets. And it’s very, 

very funny.

Cymbeline (yes, really!) has never been swimming – not ever, not once – so he’s a bit 

nervous at the prospect of his first school swimming lesson ever. But how hard could it be? 

He’s Googled front crawl and he’s found his dad’s old pair of trunks. He’s totally ready for 

this.

But he’s not ready for an accident at the pool to reveal a family mystery that turns his life 

completely upside down. Only Cym and his friends can solve it because, as usual, the 

grown-ups aren’t telling them anything.

For the answers you really need, sometimes you have to go deep . . .

BOY UNDERWATER

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

Family & Home Stories (Children's / Teenage)

£6.999780008267018

Adam Baron

COVER 
NOT 

FINAL



ALICE OSEMAN 
I Was Born For This + Reissues

9780008244095

May 03, 2018

Paperback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

£7.99

9780007559220 | £7.99

9780007559244 | £7.99

STEVE CAMDEN
Nobody Real + Reissues

9780008168384

May 31, 2018

Paperback

HarperCollinsChildren’sBooks

£7.99

9780007511235 | £7.99

9780007511242 | £7.99



Dance Trilogy (3) –

Showtime

Jean Ure

9780008164546

May 03, 2018

B-format paperback

Classic Fiction (Children's / 

Teenage)

£6.99

The final instalment in this inspiring series about dancing, friendship and following your dreams.

From best-loved author Jean Ure, whose books are described by Jacqueline Wilson as “funny, funky, 

feisty – and fantastic reads!”

A big performance looms and Maddy knows that the school has a way of weeding out the weakest 

dancers. Now is her time to shine. But will Maddy and her friends be celebrating at the end of the year?

Twirlywoos – My First 

Colours

9780008169572

May 03, 2018

Board book

Early Learning: Colours

£4.99

It’s the Twirlywoos! Today they’re learning all about . . . colours!

Introducing a new range of early learning concept board books with a Twirlywoos twist! This sturdy 

board book is the perfect introduction to COLOURS.

Packed full of their trademark slapstick humour but with a strong educational underpinning, every child 

can learn something new with the Twirlywoos!



Bing – Hello Doggy

9780008292058

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Picture Books: Character 

Books

£6.99

Bing makes a new friend in this charming picture book, based on the hit CBeebies TV series.

Bing and Flop are playing catch in the park when an adorable lost dog joins their game.

Under Flop’s watchful eye, Bing learns all about how to stroke a dog and soon has lots of fun with his 

new four-legged friend!

But soon it’s time for the dog to go home and poor Bing is sad. How will he say goodbye?

This heart-warming tale is perfect for introducing Bingsters who love dogs and provides a gentle 

introduction to themes of ownership, responsibility and caring for pets.

Ramona Blue

Julie Murphy

9780062418364

May 17, 2018

Paperback / softback

Young Adult Fiction

£7.99

Ramona was only five years old when Hurricane Katrina changed her life forever. Since then, it’s been 

Ramona and her family against the world. Standing over six feet tall with unmistakable blue hair, 

Ramona is sure of three things: she likes girls, she’s fiercely devoted to her family, and she knows 

she’s destined for something bigger than the trailer she calls home in Eulogy, Mississippi.

But juggling multiple jobs, her flaky mom, and her well-meaning but ineffectual dad forces her to be the 

adult of the family. Now, with her sister, Hattie, pregnant, responsibility weighs more heavily than ever.

The return of her childhood friend Freddie brings a welcome distraction. Ramona’s friendship with the 

former competitive swimmer picks up exactly where it left off, and soon he’s talked her into joining him 

for laps at the pool.

But as Ramona falls in love with swimming, her feelings for Freddie begin to shift too, which is the last 

thing she expected. With her growing affection for Freddie making her question her sexual identity, 

Ramona begins to wonder if perhaps she likes girls and guys or if this new attraction is just a fluke.



The Outliers (3) – The 

Collide

Kimberly McCreight

9780008115104

May 17, 2018

B-format paperback

Thrillers (Children's / 

Teenage)

£7.99

The heart-pounding final instalment in the breathtakingly brilliant Outliers trilogy, packed with tension, 

romance and thrilling twists and turns. From New York Times bestselling author Kimberley McCreight.

Wylie Lang now knows that there are more outliers out there – girls just like her who can read other 

people’s minds – and they need her help.

But Wylie’s dad is still missing; and she hasn’t seen her mum since she appeared at the juvenile 

detention facility where Wylie was being held. Wylie and her brother, Gideon, need to enlist the help of 

a few old faces to get to the truth, but some are more hostile than others.

The final book in the fast-paced trilogy about love, greed and knowing who to trust.



Collins Children’s 

Dictionary

Collins UK

9780008271176

May 03, 2018

Cloth over boards

Dictionaries, School 

Dictionaries (Children's / 

Teenage)

£12.99

For children aged 7 and over, this dictionary contains up to date coverage of a range of everyday and 

curriculum vocabulary. It offers additional language tips and carefully selected and annotated 

illustrations to help students with more complex language. The Word Wizard section provides in-depth 

support on spelling, punctuation and grammar.

This book is designed to build confidence and develop language and dictionary skills at home and in 

the classroom in preparation for secondary school.

Includes a wide range of the latest vocabulary from different subject areas with example sentences and 

tips on grammar and spelling to help students understand how to use language more effectively. 

Synonyms and antonyms are provided to help build vocabulary.

Collins Children’s 

Thesaurus

Collins UK

9780008271183

May 03, 2018

Cloth over boards

Dictionaries, School 

Dictionaries (Children's / 

Teenage)

£11.99

This fantastic thesaurus is especially designed for children aged 7 and over (Key Stage 2) and supports 

today's primary curriculum needs. Clear and accessible, it is an indispensable tool for young writers.

A clear, easy-to-use thesaurus that provides support for students’ creative writing and helps build 

vocabulary, with full definitions for every synonym and sample sentences for each word.

A simple, step-by-step introduction shows children how to get the best out of their thesaurus, while the 

colour headwords and A-Z bar on every page make it easy to find the right word.

Thematic pages help build vocabulary through carefully selected visually-appealing illustrations.



Everything: Sharks

National Geographic Kids

9780008267759

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: History

£7.99

Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs, learn 

all about explorers in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love.

It’s time to learn everything about explorers!

Each book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer’s 

corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an 

illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive 

glossary, and more.

Everything: Weather

National Geographic Kids

9780008267766

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Reference Works (Children's 

/ Teenage)

£7.99

Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs, learn 

all about the human body in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love.

It’s time to learn everything about the human body!

Each book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer’s 

corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an 

illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive 

glossary, and more.



Everything: Space

National Geographic Kids

9780008267773

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Reference Works (Children's 

/ Teenage)

£7.99

Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs, learn 

all about space in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love.

It’s time to learn everything about space!

Each book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer’s 

corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an 

illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive 

glossary, and more.

Everything: Insects

National Geographic Kids

9780008267780

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Reference Works (Children's 

/ Teenage)

£7.99

Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs, learn 

all about insects in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love.

It’s time to learn everything about insects!

Each book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer’s 

corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an 

illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive 

glossary, and more.



Everything: Dinosaurs

National Geographic Kids

9780008267797

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Reference Works (Children's 

/ Teenage)

£7.99

Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs, learn 

all about dinosaurs in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love.

It’s time to learn everything about dinosaurs!

Each book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer’s 

corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an 

illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive 

glossary, and more.

Everything: Ancient 

Egypt

National Geographic Kids

9780008267803

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Reference Works (Children's 

/ Teenage)

£7.99

Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs, learn 

all about Ancient Egypt in this fresh take on the subject.

It’s time to learn everything about Ancient Egypt!

Each book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer’s 

corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an 

illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive 

glossary, and more.



Everything: Volcanoes 

and Earthquakes

National Geographic Kids

9780008267810

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Reference Works (Children's 

/ Teenage)

£7.99

Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs, learn 

all about volcanoes and earthquakes in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love.

It’s time to learn everything about volcanoes and earthquakes!

Each book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer’s 

corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an 

illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive 

glossary, and more.

Everything: Big Cats

National Geographic Kids

9780008267827

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Reference Works (Children's 

/ Teenage)

£7.99

Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs, learn 

all about big cats in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love.

It’s time to learn everything about big cats!

Each book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer’s 

corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an 

illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive 

glossary, and more.



Everything: Rocks and 

Minerals

National Geographic Kids

9780008267834

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Reference Works (Children's 

/ Teenage)

£7.99

Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs, learn 

all about rocks and minerals in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love.

It’s time to learn everything about rocks and minerals!

Each book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer’s 

corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an 

illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive 

glossary, and more.

Everything: Dolphins

National Geographic Kids

9780008267742

May 03, 2018

Paperback / softback

Educational: History

£7.99

Packed with facts and tantalising anecdotes from experts and bursting with colour photographs, learn 

all about Romans in this fresh take on the subject that kids with love.

It’s time to learn everything about Romans!

Each book in the National Geographic Kids Everything series has more than 100 pictures, an explorer’s 

corner with from-the-field anecdotes and tips, fun facts throughout, maps and infographics, an 

illustrated diagram, a photo gallery, cool comparisons, a behind-the-scenes photograph, an interactive 

glossary, and more.



LOSERS BRACKET

CHRIS CRUTCHER

9780062220066

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

MARLO AND THE 

DINOSAURS

CHRISTOPHER BROWNE

9780062441157

MAY 03, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

MORE CAPS FOR SALE: ANOTHER 

TALE OF MISCHIEVOUS MONKEYS

ESPHYR SLOBODKINA, ANN 

MARIE MULHEARN SAYER

9780062405609

MAY 03, 2018
BOARD BOOK

£6.99

THE CONFIDENCE CODE FOR 

GIRLS

KATTY KAY, NAN LAWSON, 

CLAIRE SHIPMAN

9780062796981

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£10.99

THE SILVER GATE

KRISTIN BAILEY

9780062398581

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

WHAT'S COOKING, MOO 

MOO?

TIMOTHY MILLER

9780062414410

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

I WANT TO BE A DOCTOR

LAURA DRISCOLL, CATALINA 

ECHEVERRI

9780062432407

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99

I WANT TO BE A POLICE OFFICER

LAURA DRISCOLL, CATALINA 

ECHEVERRI

9780062432438

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£3.99

LITTLE REE #2: BEST FRIENDS 

FOREVER!

REE DRUMMOND, JACQUELINE 

ROGERS

9780062453198

MAY 03, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

BEYOND A DARKENED 

SHORE

JESSICA LEAKE

9780062666260

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99



UNNATURALS #2: ESCAPE 

FROM LION'S HEAD

DEVON HUGHES

9780062257581

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

WARRIORS: A VISION OF 

SHADOWS #3: SHATTERED SKY

ERIN HUNTER

9780062386472

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£6.99

WARRIORS: A VISION OF 

SHADOWS #5: RIVER OF FIRE

ERIN HUNTER

9780062386533

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

WISHING DAY 2 – THE 

FORGETTING SPELL

LAUREN MYRACLE

9780062342102

MAY 03, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

WISHING DAY 3 – THE 

BACKWARD SEASON

LAUREN MYRACLE

9780062342126

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

MAX TILT 1 – MAX TILT: FIRE 

THE DEPTHS

PETER LERANGIS

9780062441010

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£5.99

SHATTERED REALMS 3 –

STORMCASTER

CINDA WILLIAMS CHIMA

9780062819819

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99

ELEMENTALS 1 –

ELEMENTALS: ICE WOLVES

AMIE KAUFMAN

9780062457981

MAY 02, 2018
HARDBACK

£10.99

A MOST UNUSUAL DAY

SYDRA MALLERY, E. B. 

GOODALE

9780062364302

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99

DEVILS UNTO DUST

EMMA BERQUIST

9780062642783

MAY 17, 2018
HARDBACK

£12.99



ALLEGEDLY

TIFFANY D. JACKSON

9780062422651

MAY 17, 2018
PAPERBACK / SOFTBACK

£7.99


